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From no land to a large tract of land

From fallow fields to a graceful Buddhist temple

From 1 Bhikku to tens to hundreds to a thousand and increasing

From 100 laypeople to 1,000, 10,000, 100,000 and 1 million in the future

Four decades have gone past since Wat Phra Dhammakaya was founded.  Wat Phra Dhammakaya’s aim has always been to 

propagate Buddhism and Vijja Dhammakaya, which is the source of humanity’s peace and happiness.

In the beginning, there were only extensive fields under the hot sun with no trees or buildings.  And at night, there was only 

the star-filled sky.

On Magha Puja Day, February 20, 1970 (2513 B.E.), Phrathepyanmahamuni (Luang Por Dhammajayo, who had just spent 

a year in the monkhood), Master Nun Chand Khonnokyoong (61 years old), and their followers came together to commence the 

construction of a meditation center.  The land for the meditation center covered 196 rai (78.4 acres) and was donated by Lady 

Prayad Pattayapongsavisuttatibodi.  The meditation center became Wat Phra Dhammakaya on April 29, 1981 (2524 B.E.).

WAT PHRA DHAMMAKAYA
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At the start of the construction, Master Nun Chand Khonnokyoong had just 3,200 baht.  This was 

no different from starting with nothing at all.  One of her followers asked, “How can we build a 

temple with this small sum of money?”  Master Nun Chand Khonnokyoong or more frequently referred 

to as Khun Yai said, “If we were to teach a person to be good, decent, and devoted to Buddhism, how 

much would it cost?”  This follower answered, “I am not sure if 100 million baht would be enough.”  

Khun Yai said, “Well then, right now I have in front of me 11 such individuals.  It means that I have now 

at my disposal no less than 1 billion baht so I have no doubt that I will be able to get this temple built.”    

At the same time that the construction was going on, the Buddha’s Teachings were being taught 

to the people according to the concept, “Build a real temple.  Teach the monks to be righteous monks.  

Develop good and decent people.”

Every bit of land, every building, every merit-making activity, and every good thing that has ever 

come out of this temple are not the work of any one individual, but they are the collective work of dedi-

cated monks, novices, and laypeople.  The founding team members of the temple had to have possessed 

extraordinary vision, unshakable faith, persistence, and patience to be able to realize the dream of build-

ing the kind of temple that Wat Phra Dhammakaya is today.

It was our two great Masters’aspiration 

that gave birth to Wat Phra Dhammakaya: 

Phramongkolthepmuni (Sodh Candasaro) or 

Luang Pu Wat Paknam, the Discoverer of  

Vijja  Dhammakaya, and Master Nun Chand 

Khonnokyoong or Khun Yai, the founder of 

Wat Phra Dhammakaya.  Luang Pu, Khun 

Yai, Phrathepyanmahamuni (Luang Por 

Dhammajayo), Abbot of Wat Phra Dham-

makaya, and Phrabhavanaviriyakhun (Luang 

Por Dattajeevo), Vice-Abbot of Wat Phra 

Dhammakaya, share the same wish to spread 

the Buddha’s Teachings to  every corner of 

the world so that humanity can know lasting 

inner peace and world peace.
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Luang Por Dhammajayo, Khun Yai, and their followers have worked very hard together to build Wat Phra Dhammakaya according to the concept, “Build a 
real temple.  Train the monks to be righteous monks.  Develop good and decent people.”  This concept was derived from the Buddha’s Teachings on Patiru-

padesa-4:  How to build the kind of quality temple that can attract people to come and practice the Dhamma at the temple for their own benefit, for the good of 
the general public, and for Buddhism’s growth. 

Patirupadesa-4 as Applied to Wat Phra Dhammakaya:
1.  The Temple:  The grounds of Wat Phra Dhammakaya are beautiful, cool, pleasant, clean, and tidy.  It is a place that makes people feel comfortable 
and relaxed.
2.  Food:  Wat Phra Dhammakaya’s refectory prepares food for everyone attending the temple and serves it to them in a speedy fashion.  The refectory 
staff also tends with care and respect to the food offered to the monks by the laypeople.
3.  People:  Wat Phra Dhammakaya’s personnel are well-trained, courteous, friendly, and service-minded.  They study the Dhamma and practice 
meditation regularly.  They are the model of goodness and decency.
4. Dhamma:  When people attend Wat Phra Dhammakaya, they must not return home empty-handed in that they must have the opportunity to study 
the Dhamma in such a way that they can apply it in their daily life.  Wat Phra Dhammakaya also offers morality training courses for the personnel of 
government offices and educational institutions as well as the general public.

Any temple built with the Buddha’s instruction in mind plays an important role in attracting more and more people to the temple.  It is for this reason that 
an ever increasing number of people are coming to practice the Dhamma at Wat Phra Dhammakaya.  It just goes to show how a large number of people do want 
to attend the temple to practice the Dhamma.  It remains for each temple to be well-maintained, clean, cool, pleasant, and equipped with well-trained and quality 
personnel.  And last but not least, each temple must develop modern methods for propagating the Dhamma so that it can fulfill its role of teaching the Dhamma 
to the people.

Building the Temple According to 
the Lord Buddha’s Instruction
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The size of Wat Phra Dhammakaya went from 196 rai (78.4 acres) to 2,000 rai (800 acres) in 1984 (2527 B.E.) because Luang Por Dham-

majayo wanted the temple to be large enough for all the work that it planned to do in the future.  The propagation of Buddhism to every 

corner of the world can benefit everyone in Thailand and the entire world.  The expansion of Wat Phra Dhammakaya and all of its work have 

been supported physically and financially by the laypeople who understand the need for the increasing size of the temple.

As a result, Wat Phra Dhammakaya can now accommodate hundreds of thousands of people or more who are now coming and will come 

in the future to practice the Dhamma at Wat Phra Dhammakaya.

Since every baht spent on building Wat Phra Dhammakaya is donated by the laypeople, everything having to do with the construction 

and maintenance of every part of the temple must be based on the principle, “Lowest cost, highest usage, and durability.”  It means that only 

necessary structures are built and once they were built they must be utilized to the fullest extent.  They must be durable.  They must be easy and 

economical to maintain.  Temple personnel and temple goers alike are taught to feel a sense of ownership in the temple such that everyone can 

help take good care of everything in the temple.  This way, donors can reap the maximum merit from their donations.

Building a Great Temple 
through the Power of Faith
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During the past 40 years, Wat Phra Dhammakaya has not only built necessary structures but also developed people.  It has 

cultivated righteous monks to perpetuate Buddhism.  It has instilled morality in people of every age and gender.  It has 

extended some projects to different countries to help propagate Buddhism there. These undertakings give the people in these 

countries the opportunities to study the Buddha’s Teachings and practice meditation.  At the same time, they learn about the true 

objective of human life in that everyone is here to accumulate merit and pursue Perfections.  Practicing the Buddha’s Teachings 

increases the quality of life.  It is also the way to revive world morality.

The Temple’s Achievements to Date
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New Year’s Day Food Offering 
and Year-End Dhutanga

About 3 – 5 days before each year-end, Buddhists everywhere come to undertake Dhutanga and usher in the new year at Wat 
Phra Dhammakaya.  In the first morning of the new year, they offer food to more than 10,000 venerable monks, observe 

the Eight Precepts, and practice meditation in preparation for every good thing that will come into their lives in the year ahead.
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Mass Ordination of 100,000 Monks 
from Every Village in Thailand

6
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This mass ordination project took place between January 19 until March 8, 2010 (2553 B.E.).  Ordinands were ordained 
together as novices at Wat Phra Dhammakaya.  The novices were subsequently ordained as monks and underwent re-

ligious training at different temples all over Thailand.  This was the largest mass ordination in Thailand’s recorded history.  
More importantly, many monks were inspired to remain in the monkhood to help perpetuate Buddhism, causing the number 
of monks in the Sangha Community to increase.

This project has been made possible by the support of the entire Sangha Community, the Committee on Education, 

Religion, Arts and Culture Group, the House of Representatives, along with more than 25 organizations.  This project 

is the continuation of the Mass Ordination of 7,000 monks from 7,000 Sub-districts.
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Renunciation Practice of
 100,000 Upasikas

This program took place on March 8 - 15, 2010 (2553 B.E.). During the program, women practiced renunciation, per-

formed wholesome deeds, and learned about the Buddhist Ideal and morality.  The women who undertook the training 

can play an important role in protecting Buddhism and reviving world morality.
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V-Star
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V-Stars (Virtuous Stars) Project 
for World Morality Revival

This project aims to instill morality in young people.  It does this by teaching them to cultivate certain necessary virtues so that they can be responsible 

not just for themselves but for the community as well.  Smart and good children are the future and the hope of the family, society, and country.  They 

are also the future model of morality.

Wat Phra Dhammakaya has put in place a morality standard appraisal, a Buddhist culture contest and an award presentation ceremony.  These pro-

grams have been participated by many educational institutions at all levels nationwide.  The first Award Presentation Ceremony took place on May 19, 2008 

(2551 B.E.) on the grounds of the Great Dhammakaya Cetiya.  The ceremony has been organized six times so far and each time it was participated by hun-

dreds of thousands of V-Stars.   
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About 2,500 years ago, the Buddha and 1,250 Arahats had a meeting at Veluvana Temple in which the Buddha described the Bud-

dhist Ideal, the Buddhist Principle, and the method of spreading Buddhism.  In order to commemorate this important event, Bud-

dhists of later times have come together to light candles as homage paid to the Buddha on the day called Magha Puja Day.

Each year, Buddhists all over the world come to Wat Phra Dhammakaya to participate in Magha Puja Day activities.  During the day, 

they earn merit by making a food-offering, practicing meditation, offering alms to the Sangha, etc.  In the evening, everyone congregates 

at the grounds of the Great Dhammakaya Cetiya.  They circumambulate the Cetiya, light more than 100,000 candles as homage paid to 

the Buddha, and make a resolute wish together for world peace.

The Lighting of Candles on Magha Puja Day
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The Casting of Personal Dhammakaya Images

On World Meditation Day, everyone is re-

minded of the goal of attaining Dhammakaya 

because the attainment of Dhammakaya leads to 

inner peace and world peace respectively.  Making 

the Buddha’s Teachings known to everyone in the 

world and the creation of world peace remains the 

life-goal of Phrathepyanmahamuni, the Abbot of 

Wat Phra Dhammakaya.

On Earth Day April 22, Buddhists worldwide 

come to Wat Phra Dhammakaya to attend the Per-

sonal Dhammakaya Image Casting Ceremony.  

These Dhammakaya Images are to be enshrined in 

the Great Dhammakaya Cetiya.  On the same day, 

venerable monks from more than 30,000 temples 

are invited to Wat Phra Dhammakaya to receive 

alms from the laypeople.
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Offering Alms to Temples All Over Thailand

Since 2002, the abbots of more than 30,000 temples 

nationwide especially the abbots or the represen-

tatives of 286 temples in the four southern provinces, 

who are putting their lives on the line for Buddhism, 

are invited to Wat Phra Dhammakaya to receive alms 

from the laity.  On such occasions, Buddhists come 

together as one to perform wholesome deeds and earn 

an enormous amount of merit.  They come together in 

strength to support and protect Buddhism.
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This project not only revives morality and the food-offering tradition, but it also serves to unite Buddhists and help our monks 

and novices in the four southern provinces who cannot go on their alms-round due to the civil unrest. Donated food and 

other goods are sent to help disaster victims as well. 

The Offering of Food to Two Million Monks 
from 77 Provinces in Thailand

16
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The Offering of Food to Two Million Monks 
from 77 Provinces in Thailand
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International Dhammadayada Ordination Program

http://www.ordinationthai.org
18
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This event is organized especially for foreigners who 

are interested in learning about the monastic life-

style.  The program lasts about one month and is held in 

English, Chinese, and Japanese.

Participants can learn first-hand what it is like to be a 

monk.  During the training period, they can practice medi-

tation, study the Buddha’s Teachings, develop patience 

and persistence, learn to live with people from different 

cultures, work boldly toward their goal, and develop Right 

View, right knowledge, and wisdom. 

International Dhammadayada Ordination Program
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The Middle Way Meditation Retreat is specifically designed for foreigners who wish to learn about meditation practice. Instructions are given by 

qualified teaching monks in English, Chinese, Japanese, and other languages. Participants have the opportunity to practice meditation in a wonder-

ful environment and garner happiness from their meditation practice. It is one of life’s exceptional experiences.

The Middle Way Meditation Retreat has been included in the top ten of all international retreats world-wide by Travel+Leisure Magazine. If you 

are interested in joining the retreats, you can find more information at:

www.mdwmeditation.org For English

www.dmcchinese.tv/zhongdao For Chinese

Other various Middle Way Meditation Retreats are offered regularly here in Thailand and at different locations all over the world in order to teach 

people about meditation and the incomparable joy of attaining Dhammakaya.

We also offer a weekly online Middle Way Meditation Program that you can participate in from anywhere you have a computer and a good internet 

connection. Currently there are two sessions held every week. For more information on how to join us in these weekly sessions please visit:

The Middle Way Meditation Retreat

www.mdwmeditation.org
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On July 16, 2008 (2551 B.E.), Dhammachai Institute’s Buddhist Studies 

Department and Chwien Chang University’s Theology Department in Taiwan 

signed an academic agreement to develop together better learning and teaching 

methods and elevate academic development standard.

On September 29, 2010 (2553 B.E.) at Wat Phra Dhammakaya, DMC 

signed an agreement with Sri Lanka’s Buddhist TV Channel, MOU, to ex-

change broadcasting programs with each other.  The Siamvongse Nikaya 

Supreme Patriarch presided over the signing.  Initially, MOU will air certain 

DMC programs that are of interest to the people of Sri Lanka for two hours 

each day.

On August 27, 2009 (2552 B.E.) at Wat Phra Dhammakaya, Peking Uni-

versity agreed to translate the Tripitaka from Pali into modern Chinese.  This 

Tripitaka version is called “Beida-Dhammachai Pali Series” (BDP).
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Academic Collaboration with Foreign Organizations

On August 27, 2011 (2554 B.E.) at Wat Phra Dhammakaya, 

an academic agreement was signed with three institutions:  the 

Library of Oxford University Bodleian, King’s College London 

University, and University College Cork.  Wat Phra Dhammakaya 

has agreed to fund their research under the subject of “Theravada 

Buddhism:  Continuity and Diversity”. 

On Saturday, February 23, 2013, the Tripitaka Research Group of Wat Phra Dhammakaya, the Dhammakaya Foundation along with 10 
universities from around the world, organized a seminar and exhibits on the Tripitaka-Pali under the theme “Perpetuation of the Buddha’s 
Teachings: During Buddha’s Time to the Present Days” at Thailand Science Park Convention Center in Pathumthani. 

During the seminar there were exhibitions and lectures from a panel of world renowned Pali experts such as Professor Richard Gombrich 
from Oxford University; Professor Oskar von Hinüber, an expert on Pali and ancient manuscripts; Professor Rupert Gethin, President of the 
Pali Text Society; and Professor Masahiro Shimoda from University of Tokyo. Professor Shimoda presented discussions on the topics: “The 
Transmission of Dhamma Through Oral Tradition”; “The Transmission of Dhamma Through Palm-leaf Manuscript”; “The Transmission of 
Dhamma Through  Printed Editions of the Tipitaka”; and “The Transmission of Dhamma in the Digital Age.”

The Tripitaka Research Group of Wat Phra Dhammakaya organized this event as an effort to 
preserve the ancient manuscripts digitally, a more durable format, and to create a database of the 
Tripitaka to assist the continued research of Buddhism throughout the world.  At the event, the Tripi-
taka Research Group discussed their research results on ancient Buddhist manuscripts from every 
tradition and presented the “Dhammachai Tripitaka (preliminary edition)” in order to corral opinions 
and recommendations from experts that can be applied to producing the most complete text. 
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In 2011, the worst floods struck Thailand causing tremendous damage to the country and 

the people were in a low spirit.  In order to give comfort and cheer to floods victims and bless the 

country and its people with great merit, Wat Phra Dhammakaya, the Dhammakaya Foundation 

along with more than 25 organizations had worked together to organize the Dhammachai Dhuta-

nga. The event took place on January 2 - 25, 2012.  More than 1,127 venerable monks undertook 

Dhutanga to retrace the footsteps of Luang Pu, the Great Master of Vijja Dhammakaya.  The trek 

went through the provinces of Patumthani, Ayutthaya, Suphanburi, Nakorn Pathom, Nonthaburi, 

and Bangkok.  The total distance of the trek was more than 365 kilometers.  At each rest stop, our 

Dhutanga monks chanted, practiced meditation, and spread love and kindness to all living beings.  

Everywhere the Dhutanga monks went people and students came to welcome them by lining their 

path with rose petals.

In retracing Luang Pu’s footsteps, our Dhutanga monks visited the six important places in 

Luang Pu’s life.  These include 1) Luang Pu’s birthplace, 2) the place where Luang Pu entered the 

monkhood, 3) the place where Luang Pu attained the Dhamma (Wat Boatbon, Bang Kuvieng),     

4) the place where Luang Pu taught Vijja Dhammakaya for the first time (Wat Bangpla), 5) the 

place where Luang Pu spent the rest of his life researching Vijja Dhammakaya (Wat Paknam), and 

6) the place where Vijja Dhammakaya is propagated (Wat Phra Dhammakaya).  Luang Pu’s Gold 

Image will be enshrined in each of these six places as a reminder to the people of future genera-

tions of Luang Pu’s precious gift to humanity.  Having learnt about Luang Pu’s history, they will be 

inspired to study and practice Luang Pu’s teachings for the sake of their happiness and prosperity.    
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Dhutanga Monks Retraced Luang Pu’s Footsteps 
behind Luang Pu’s Gold Image

As a way to demonstrate utmost honor and appreciation for Luang Pu 

– the Great Master of Vijja Dhammakaya – and his discovery of the Dham-

makaya Knowledge, the Most Venerable Phrathepyanmahamuni (Luang Por 

Dhammajayo Bhikkhu) – abbot of Wat Phra Dhammakaya, along with faith-

ful devotees have collectively contributed to the casting of Luang Pu’s Gold 

Images that will be enshrined at the six important places in Luang Pu’s life.

On April 2-6, 2012, there was a procession to enshrine the Gold Image 

of Luang Pu at the Phramahacetiya Maharajamongkol Pagoda at Wat Pak-

nam Bhasicharoen in Bangkok, the location where the initial propagation of 

the Dhammakaya Knowledge was established. Thousands of lay devotees 

came to pay reverence to Luang Pu’s Gold Image and to welcome the 1,500 

Dhutanga monks by lining the entire path with rose petals. 

On March 25-26, 2013, another procession was held to enshrine the 

second Gold Image of Luang Pu at Wat Song Pi Nong in Suphanburi, the 

place where Luang Pu entered the monkhood. Great numbers of supporters 

convened to welcome Luang Pu’s Gold Image and the 1,500 Dhutanga monks 

by paving the path with marigold petals. 

The great undertaking of the Dhutanga aims to bring great fortune to 

Wat Paknam Bhasicharoen through the enshrinement of Luang Pu’s Gold 

Image and to cultivate virtues in Thailand.
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Dhammakaya Open University is a private Buddhist university that offers long-distance learning based on 

the Higher Education Act of California, U.S.A.

DOU emphasizes the combination of education and lifestyle.  DOU enables its students to have a good 

understanding of both the theoretical part and the practical part of the Buddha’s Teachings.  At DOU, students 

learn about the reality of life and the different realms of existence.  The Dhamma knowledge gained benefits 

them as well as everyone around them.  DOU gives people the opportunity to gain a college education regard-

less of their gender, age, religious belief, and ethnicity.

http://www.dou.us

Dhammakaya Open University (DOU)
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The Path to Progress Project

World Peace Ethics Contest (World-PEC)

The contest is held at the same time in different countries 

in order to promote Dhamma education for people world-

wide for the reason that Dhamma knowledge allows us to live 

life correctly.  Dhamma knowledge enables us to create a warm 

and loving family, decrease social problems, and create peace 

and harmony in society.  

This project was initiated in 1982 (2525 B.E.) in order to promote 

Dhamma education and the application of Dhamma knowledge to 

one’s daily life.  Young participants range from students at the kindergar-

ten level all the way to the undergraduate level.  Other participants in-

clude soldiers, policemen, and teachers.  His Majesty the king has kindly 

bestowed an honor shield to each year’s top national winner.  This proj-

ect has also received wide support from all concerned because everyone 

realizes the importance of youth to the future of our country and our 

world.  Today, the project attracts around 500,000 participants annually 

and during the past 20 years, about ten million young people have ben-

efited from this project. 

In April 2000 (2543 B.E.), this project was listed as a UNESCO 

Culture of Peace and Non-Violence.

27
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Social Welfare

The Dhammakaya Foundation under the leadership of Phrathepyanmahamuni (Luang Por Dhammajayo) has in a most timely manner 

given relief packages to victims of floods, violent storms, earthquakes, sudden cold spells…as well as spiritual support.  This was most 

evident during the worst floods in Thailand in 2011.

During the 2011 floods, the Dhammakaya Foundation had given out more than 5 million relief packages to floods victims all throughout 

the months of the floods and up until the time when the situation began to improve.
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Dedication of Merit to Tsunami Victims

On January 5, 2005 at Phuket and on January 19, 2005 at Pattalung Province, the Dhammakaya Foundation along with several 

governmental organizations and non-governmental organizations had organized a candle lighting ceremony as homage paid 

to the Buddha.  The merit earned from this activity was then dedicated to the people who had perished as a result of the tsunami. At 

the same time, aid was given to the people who had survived the tsunami.  
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Kathina Offering is a valuable merit-making activity that has been practiced by Buddhists for more than 2,500 years. 

    During the Buddha’s time, many monks had to travel a long distance in order to pay homage to the Buddha at the Jetavanna 

Temple.  By the time of their arrival, their robes would be in tatters.  Therefore, the Buddha allowed the Bhikkus to wear a new set of 

robes after the end of the Rains-Retreat.  This was how Kathina Offering came to be.

Kathina Offering is a special merit-making activity and incomparable merit can be earned by the laypeople who contribute to it 

as well as the Bhikkus who receive it. 

Kathina Offering
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Practicing Meditation 
Together via the Internet

Peace Revolution* is an online platform that strives to bring peace to the world by supporting individuals to find inner peace through a self-

development program and share that peace with their families, friends and communities, hence the slogan PIPO or Peace In, Peace Out . The 

project encourages the new generation of people in every corner of the world to practice online meditation, share their experience and exchange 

ideas of their peace projects.

* Peace Revolution is a project under World Peace Initiative Foundation, which is in affiliation with the Dhammakaya Foundation.

http://www.peacerevolution.net
31
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India
On July 19 - 26, 2010 (2553 B.E.) in India, a program was orga-

nized for Buddhist men and women in India to practice renunciation.  In 

addition, the lighting of floating lanterns was organized in different cit-

ies such as Mumbai, Kalyan, Nagpur, Murtijapur, Balaghat, and Ahmed-

nagar.  These activities are part of the effort to help revive Buddhism in 

India, restore Buddhist culture, create a network of virtuous friends, and 

promote the concept that economy and spirituality must go hand-in-hand.  

The mass ordination program of 1,112 novices at Lumbini, Nepal 

was held on November 10-28, 2011 (2554 B.E.). The ordination ceremony 

was attended by a large number of Nepalese and Thai people.

Nepal

Indonesia
The mass ordination program of 

126 novices in Indonesia was held on 

December 21-31, 2012 (2555 B.E.).  

The ordination ceremony was attend-

ed by a large number of Indonesian  

people.
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International Cooperation

Bangladesh
The presentation of 250 Dhammakaya Images in Bangladesh took place on May 7,2010 (2553 B.E.) in Chittagong.  

The ceremony was attended by a large number of Buddhists as well as representatives of different temples.  The front page 

of different newspapers was filled with news of the event.

On March 18, 2554 B.E., the World Peace Ethics Contest in Bangladesh was held for the first time.  There were 10 

exam centers, 509 teams and more than 1,500 contestants from four cities in the Chittagong area.

A program for Buddhist men and women in Bangladesh to practice renunciation was organized in Dhaka and Chit-

tagong in June 2011 (2554 B.E.) by the Dhammakaya Foundation, the World Fellowship of Buddhist Youth or (WFBY), 

and Bouddha Juba Parisad (Young Buddhist Association of Bangladesh) or BBJP. (1) In Dhaka, the program was from 

June 17-22, 2011 (2554 B.E.); (2) In Chittagong, the program was from June 24-30, 2011 (2554 B.E.)

The mass ordination program of 294 novices in Bangladesh was held on January 2-18, 2012 (2555 B.E.)

Sri Lanka
The presentation of 222 Dhammakaya Images took place on June 13, 2008 (2551 B.E.) at Bernard Aluviharaya ground.  

The President of the Sangha Assembly of Sri Lanka presided over the ceremony.  And the event was attended by 2,000 monks 

from all over Sri Lanka as well as the ministers of different ministries, senators, and a large number of laypeople.

The World Peace Ethics Contest in Sri Lanka was held on August 15, 2010 (2553 B.E.)  by the Sri Lankan Department 

of Religion and Wat Phra Dhammakaya.  The contest was held in more than 300 centers nationwide.  Altogether there were 

10,000 teams and 30,000 contestants.  Today, the contest is participated by more than 20,000 teams and 60,000 contestants.
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The Dhammakaya Foundation and the Kalpana Saroj Founda-

tion organized a candle and floating lantern lighting event as homage 

paid to the Lord Buddha in the city of Karachi, India.  Thousands of 

Indian people attended the merit-making event.

Kalyanamitta Centre (Singapore) celebrates Visakha Puja by organizing 

an exhibition where people can cleanse the Buddha Image, light the candle to 

worship the Holy Relics, receive blessings from listening to the monks’ chant-

ing, practice meditation, etc.  Monks from every Buddhist School in Singapore 

and people of other religious faiths are also invited to attend.

Every year in Penang, Malaysia, there is a Visakha Puja Day Procession.  This ac-

tivity has been organized every year for about 25 years now and this year the procession 

was along Burmah Road, Georgetown.  The activity is organized by Penang Visakha 

Puja Day Committee under the supervision of the Malaysian Buddhist Society with the 

support of 33 organizations.  The activity draws more than 6,000 people this year.  

India

Singapore

Malaysia

Wat Phra Dhammakaya and the Dhammakaya Foundation celebrate Visakha Puja Day at Wat Phra Dhammakaya in Thailand 
and at its branches in Indonesia, Mongolia, Singapore, India, U.S.A., etc.
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International Visakha Puja Day

The Dhammakaya Foundation and the Peaceful Mind Foundation organized a candle and 

floating lantern lighting event as homage paid to the Buddha at the National Stadium in the center 

of Ulan Bator.  During the event, Mongolians pledged themselves as Buddhists.  They chanted and 

practiced meditation together.  The event was attended by senior Lamas and broadcasted live on 

television nationwide.  Thousands of Mongolians attended the merit-filled event.

The Dhammakaya International Meditation Center in Azusa, California 

organizes an international Visakha Puja day event every year.  Monks from dif-

ferent Buddhist Schools and Buddhists from different countries are invited to 

light candles, circumambulate the Buddha Image, chant, and practice meditation 

together.

The Dhammakaya Foundation and the Warubi Society organized a Vi-

sakha Puja Day event at Borobudur.  Monks from different Buddhist Schools 

and Buddhists all over Indonesia came together to practice meditation, chant, 

light candles and floating lanterns as homage paid to the Buddha.

Mongolia

The United States

Indonesia
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Dhamma Programs via Satellite (DMC)

DMC or Dhamma Media Channel broadcasts its programs 24 hours a day to promote Dhamma knowledge and morality.  These pro-

grams are produced by the Dhamma Education for the Environment Foundation.  DMC offers a variety of interesting programs such 

as the Inner Dreams Kindergarten School, Good Questions, Good Answers from by Phrabhavanaviriyakhun (Luang Por Dattajeevo), Paying 

Homage to the Great Dhammakaya Cetiya, meditation lessons, morning and evening chanting, DMC News, to name a few.  

DMC gives everyone in the world the opportunity to practice meditation together and discover true happiness for himself.  Meditation 

is usually led by Luang Por Dhammajayo.  Meditation is something that can be practiced by anyone in his daily life.  Meditation gives rise 

to inner peace and inner peace leads to world peace.  

In 2007, DMC, a satellite broadcast program comprised of virtuous and quality programs, was awarded 12 Telly Awards.   
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Many projects initiated and run by Wat Phra Dhammakaya have received international recognition such that different awards have been offered to Luang Por Dhammajayo, Wat Phra Dhammakaya, and the Dhammakaya Foundation over the years.  Some of these awards are: 

- The Senate Medal  was received on February 23, 2005 in recognition of the memorial services organized for the Tsunami victims in Phuket on January 5, 2005 and in Phang-nga on January 19, 2005.

- World No Tobacco Day Awards 2004 from the World Health Organization. The award was received on May 31, 2004 in recognition of Luang Por Dhammajayo’s ongoing stop smoking campaign. 

- A Mahatma Gandhi Medal for Peace from Akhil Bharat Rachanatmak Samaj. The medal was received on April 22, 2005 in recognition of Luang Por Dhammajayo’s dedicated effort in youth development for more than 40 years.

- Honorary Shield from the representatives of the four southern provinces. The award was received on December 3, 2006 in recognition of Luang Por Dhammajayo’s effort to help floods victims in different provinces in 2006.

- Universal Peace Award  from Buddhist leaders who attended the third WBSY meeting in Sri Lanka.  The award was received on March 3, 2007 in recognition of Luang Por Dhammajayo’s outstanding work in propagating Buddhism.

- The 28th Telly Awards, U.S.A.   Twelve awards were received on September 26, 2007 in recognition of DMC’s unique and quality Dhamma programs.

- Outstanding Radio and TV Stations for the promotion of Buddhism from the Supreme Patriarch of Thailand.  The award was received on May 22, 2008 in recognition of DMC programs and their translation into English and Chinese.  DMC started its 24 hours a day worldwide broadcast in 2002. 

- GuinnessWorld Records.  The longest journey walking on flower petals is 427.8 km (265.82 miles) and was achieved by 1,127 Buddhist monks, who walked across Thailand on the Dhammkaya Dhutanga pilgrimage to welcome the year 2012 in Thailand, between 2 and 25 January 2012.

- The Association for the Protection of Afghan Archaeology   presented an honorific plaque to Most Venerable Phrathepyanmahamuni on February 25, 2013 in recognition of his tremendous support in the effort to protect and preserve an invaluable 2000-year-old ancient Buddhist site at Mes Aynak in Afghanistan.

- Noble Peace Award from the World Buddhist Sangha Youth (WBSY)  was presented to Most Venerable Phrathepyanmahamuni on February 25, 2013. The award was presented by Most Venerable Mugunuwela Anuruddha Thero, Secretary General of the WBSY, and Vice Admiral Jayanath Colombage, Com-

mander of the Sri Lanka Navy, representing the Honorable Prime Minister of Sri Lanka.
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In 40 years, everything has changed with time as it must.  But the aspiration of Wat Phra 

Dhammakaya community has never changed.  It continues to perpetuate the aspiration of 

Phramongkolthepmuni and Master Nun Chand Khonnokyoong, which is to spread Buddhism 

and Vijja Dhammakaya to every corner of the world.  The Buddha’s Teachings can create 

inner peace for all humankind, and encourage everyone to accumulate merit as provisions 

for the endless cycles of life, death, and rebirth until such time that Nibbana can be attained.  

Every human being is born on earth to embark upon the Path of Nibbana, accumulate merit, 

and pursue Perfections. 



Worldwide Centers Contributors

Thailand (Head Quater)
Dhammakaya Foundation  

www.dhammakaya.net 

Europe & America

Austria
Wat Buddha Austria

+(43)-0732-207-211

Belgium
Wat Phradhammakaya Benelux    

www.dhammakaya.be

Denmark
Wat Phra Dhammakaya Denmark   

www.dhammakaya.dk

Wat Phra Dhammakaya Korsør Lystskov    

www.dhammakaya.dk

France
Wat Phra Dhammakaya Bordeaux  

(+33)-5-56-49-2690, (+33)-5-40-21-2690

Wat Phra Dhammakaya Paris  

+(33)-1-64-68-3833, +(33)-6-88-25-8206

Wat Bouddha Toulouse  

+(33)-567085472

Germany
Wat Phra Dhammakaya Bavaria   

www.watbavaria.net

Wat Phrabhavana Berlin   

www.watberlin.net

Wat Buddha Hamburg   

+49 4163 826 924

Wat Phra Dhammakaya Frankfurt   

www.watfrankfurt.com

Wat Phra Dhammakaya Schwarzwald  

+(49)-7825-209864, +(49)-7825-209865

www.watschwarzwald.com

Wat Buddha Heilbronn  

www.watheilbronn.com

Wat Buddha Nordrhein Westfalen  

+(49)-2841-881-3581

Italy
Wat Buddha Milano    

+(39)-03-3131-8738

Malta
Wat Buddha Malta (Malta Meditation 

Center)  +(356)-79283008, +(356)-

99260851, +(356)-99038507

Norway
Wat Phra Dhammakaya Norway 

(Det Norske Dhammakaya Samfunn)  

www.dhammakaya.no

Sweden
Wat Phra Dhammakaya Borås Sweden  

+(46)-033-418724

Wat Buddha Stockholm  

+(46)-8312210

Swizerland
Wat Buddha Geneva (Dhammakaya In-

ternational Meditation Association)   

www.dhammakaya.ch

United Kingdom
Wat Phra Dhammakaya London   

www.watlondon.org

Wat Phra Dhammakaya Manchester  

www.watmanchester.org

Wat Buddha Newcastle  

+(44)-191-2747916

Canada
Dhammakaya International Meditation Soci-

ety of B.C.    

+1-604-304-3031

Centre Meditation Dhammakaya de Mon-

treal  

+(1)-514-800-8637    +(1)-514-357-6519

United States
Dhammakaya Meditation Center Boston   

+(1)-617-479-0674

Dhammakaya International Meditation Cen-

ter (D.I.M.C.)   

www.dimc.net

Dhammakaya Meditation Center San Jose

+(1)-408-490-4448

Meditation Center of Chicago (M.C.C.)    

+(1)-773-763-8763

Florida Meditation Center (F.M.C.)   

+(1)-813-704-4599    fmc.servebbs.org

Georgia Meditation Center (G.M.C.)  

+1-(770)-452-1111

Minnesota Meditation Center (M.M.C.)

   +(1)-763-862-6122

Dhammakaya International Meditation Cen-

ter of New Jersey (D.I.M.C.N.J)  

+(1)-908-322-4187

Oregon Meditation Center (O.M.C.)   

www.dimcor.org

Seattle Meditation Center (S.M.C.)   

+(1)-425-608-0096

Meditation Center of Texas (M.C.T.X.)  

www.dhammakayatexas.us

Meditation Center of D.C. (M.D.C.)   

+(1)-703-329-0350

Dhammakaya Meditation Center Tennessee   

615-624-6816

Meditation Center of South Florida   

+(1)-626-253-9509   +(1)-561-674-3256

Asia & Oceania
China
Sichuan Co-ordinate Center

xinping1000@hotmail.com

pp072@yahoo.com

Wat Bhavana Hong Kong    

www.dhammakaya.org.hk

Indonesia
Meditation Center of Indonesia   

+(62)-2-1522-8908, +(62)-2-1522-1819

Japan
Wat Phra Dhammakaya Ibaraki    

www.dimcjp.org/ibaraki

Wat Phra Dhammakaya Kanagawa   

www.dimcjp.org/kanagawa

Wat Phra Dhammakaya Nagano   

www.dimcjp.org/nagano

Wat Phra Dhammakaya Osaka  

www.dimcjp.org/osaka

Wat Bhavana Saitama    

www.dimcjp.org/saitama

Wat Phra Dhammakaya Tokyo   

www.dimcjp.org/tokyo

Wat Phra Dhammakaya Tochigi   

www.dimcjp.org/tochigi

Wat Bhavana Yamanashi    

www.dimcjp.org/yamanashi

Wat Bhavana Nagoya    

www.dimcjp.org/nagoya

Wat Phra Dhammakaya Gunma   

www.dimcjp.org/gunma

Malaysia
Dhammakaya Meditation Center of

Kuala Lumpur

   +(60)-38-063-1882

Dhammakaya Meditation Center of Penang   

+(60)-4-644-1854, +(60)-19-457-4270 to 1

Singapore
Kalyanamitta Centre (Singapore)   

+(65)6383-5183   www.dhammakaya.org.sg

Taiwan
Dhammakaya International Meditation Cen-

ter of Taipei

+(886)-2-8966-1000   www.dmc.org.tw

Dhammakaya International Meditation Cen-

ter of Taoyuan

+(866)-3-335-4000   www.dmc.org.tw

Dhammakaya International Meditation Cen-

ter of Taichung

+(886)-4-2223-7663   www.dmc.org.tw

Australia
Brisbane Meditation Centre   

+(61)-7-3857-3431, +(61)-4-3105-7215

Wat Phra Dhammakaya Melbourne   

+(613)-9437-6255

Wat Phra Dhammakaya WA

+(61)-8-9535-1023

Wat Phra Dhammakaya Sydney (Dham-

makaya International Society of Australia 

Inc.)   

www.dhammakaya.org.au

New Zealand
Wat Phra Dhammakaya Dunedin   

www.meditationdunedin.wordpress.com

Wat Phra Dhammakaya Auckland   

+(64)-9-845-6044

Dhammachai International Research Insti-

tute (DIRI)   

http://diri-au.org

Solomon Islands
Solomon Islands Meditation Center   

+(67) 7-2025

Africa & Middle East

South Africa
Cape Town Meditation Centre (CMC.)   

www.capetownmeditation.com

Wat Buddha Johannesburg (Johannesburg 

Meditation Centre)   

www.peaceforafrica.org

Bahrain
Dubai Meditation Centre   

+971-(0)-5-0244-3466, +971(0)-4280-1629

United Arab Emirates
Dubai Meditation Centre    

+971-(0)-5-0244-3466, +971(0)-4280-1629

พระกิตติศกัด์ิ กิตฺติธโร และครอบครัววงศศิ์ริธร

พระครูภาวนาสุธรรมวเิทศ และ กลัฯอญัชลี  อินจารุสร

พระฉตัรชยั มณิวโร

พระชยัธวชั-พระปรมตัถ ์และตระกลูสุริยากลุพานิช

พระณชัฐปกรณ์  กิตติคุโณ

พระณฐัวฒิุ อธิวฑฺุโฒ และคณะญาติมิตร

พระธรา กิตติธโร และครอบครัวกิตติพนงักลุ

พระภิกษุรุ่น 20

พระมหา ดร.ชยัฟ้า ธญฺญกโุล และกองบุญมหา

ทานบารมี 1 เดือน 11

พระมหากิตตินนัท ์กิตฺตินนฺโท

พระมหาบุญส่ง  ปรมชโย และคณะญาติมิตร

พระมหาบุญส่งชยั ปรมชโยและคณะญาติมิตร

พระมหาวชิา อธิวชฺิโช

พระรุ่งวทิย ์ปัญญาวฑุโฒ

พระวชิยั จิตฺตรกฺขิโต,ครอบครัวกิตติวรศาสน-์ญาติมิตร

บริวาร 

พระวสิิฐ  ปญฺญาวโร

พระสมศกัด์ิ ชิตมาโร,พอ่ตงักวย-แม่ชุย้-พี่แสงชยั-นอ้ง

ลีลส แซ่ฉัว่

พระอรัญยทุธ์ ฐิตคนฺโธ และครอบครัวอรัญญา ด�ารง

วฒิุการณ์

พระอาจารย ์เจา้หนา้ท่ี และผูน้�าบุญ ภาคนครหลวง 8 

เกศิณี-บรรเจอด-พชัรมณี-พิชญานิน-เมธสั หวงัชาลา

บวร

เจา้หนา้ท่ีวดัพระธรรมกายนิวเจอร์ซี ปี 2013

เพช็รี  แยม้ค�า  และครอบครัว

กองทุนแกว้สารพดันึก

กองทุนรวยทุกวนั โดย บรมเศรษฐีฉะเชิงเทรา-บุญ

บนัเทิง

กนัธนา จินตนาวฒัน์

กลัยา  กลา้หาญ 

กิมยง้-กี แซ่คูและครอบครัวจารุฤทยักานต์

ครอบครัวจิรศุภกร & คลเูวอร์

ครอบครัวพรหมมินทร์ 

ครอบครัววราวฒิุกลุพงศ-์ป้ันจอม

ครอบครัวศรีสุวรรณ

จ�านงค-์นงลกัษณ์-ณฏัฐชยั พดัเอ่ียม

จ�าลอง-อรุณ-ดช.ธนพล สุขพืชกิจ

จรรยา  เกียรติอธิคม

จีรนนัท ์ อธิปธนัยพงศ์

ชญานี  กนัโต

ชยัโรจน ์อนุชิตวรวงศ์

ชูศกัด์ิ - วลิาวณัย ์ พฤกษะวนั

ฐกลพศั และคุณสรัลพร เจนจิวฒันกลุ

และครอบครัว

ณรงค-์วรรณา-วรงค ์อุดมผล

ดวงตา กล่ินนนทลี

ทวลีาภ  ศรีโกมล

ธนพร เช็ง และครอบครัว

ธวลัหทยั  เรือนสอน-เยาวรัตน ์ ไมเซน

ชมิดท์

ธารินทร์ ตุลสงวน

นรินทร์ เมตตาประชารักษ์

บวัหลวง คชศิลาและครอบครัว

ปัทมา - สิรณี  อาจนาเสียว

พอ่คิด-แม่แข่ม-แพงตา วงศล์า,ศรี

สุรีย-์พิมพพ์ิศา พรหมสาส์น

พชัรี ภริูเทเวศร์

พิชยั เหล่าศิริมงคล

เพญ็พกัตร์ อนุกลู

ภรณี มณีเพชรและครอบครัว

ภวูศิ  ศิริแห่งรัตนะภติู

มงคล-พรรณี จิรชยั

มาลินี-ยวุดี วงัศเมธีกรู 

รัตนาภรณ์-KEN-จสัมิน ชิพแมน

ระพี- สมคิด พิพิธผลารักษ์

ลกูศิษยม์หาปูชนียาจารย ์

วรวทิย ์ธญัญธารา-ธญัญะรัตน ์ช�านาญ

วดัถ�้าเขาวง  

วดัพระธรรมกาย นครโอค๊แลนด ์

วรรณฑิตา  ผะเอม

ไวทตุ์ก๊จอยจูน ธรรมปริพตัรา

ศนัสนีย ์เตียวสกลุ

สมบติั -ทศพร จิตอาคะ 

สมเพียร จิรชยั

สายหยดุ ประเสริฐวทิย์

สุชญา จนัทาทอง 

สุชิน  กนัโต

สุทธิสา ลาภเพิ่มทรัพย์

สุนิภา วนิเทอร์

สุธรรม-ซูฮ้วง เหล่าศิริมงคล

สุพรรณี บุญเรือง

สุพิชชา-วรัิตน-์ฉตัรวชิญ-์มาฆวชิญ ์พาณิชโชคชยั

สุรพล-ขวญัเนตร สุธีธร,กรพล-สาระ เขมกนก

สุรางค ์แซ่พวั ฟันลินเกน

หชัชา ดิษฐาน

อนนัต-์บุญเรือน-ปุณนินทญ์า  ทองหล่อ

อรุณศรี  บรรเจิดธรรม 

อญัชลี-นิรมิตร-ณฎัฐกฤต นามสูงเนิน

อ�านาจ  อภิรัตนพิมลชยั  -  ณฐัภสัสร  ศุภวฒัน์

โภคิน

M.Yordming-Y.Faengsrikum

CHANAPHA HART & FAMILY

CHAYUDA-ALAN CHAPMAN

Chaz-Saowapa Cassidy

Chris-Emmy-Cindy-Jeffrey-Browe Saenawong

DARAWAN BUAYAN

Dhammakaya Meditation Center Tennessee

Jintana  Suwanfruiksa

Jiranan  Subanajouy Skolba Family

Jiraporn  Tankunakorn

JOANN BOONCHERM

JOHN CAYDEN FLYNN

KANCHANA PRACHATHOMRONG

Katcharin  Kaewsth

Manisone-Chanarong  Opaskit

Manivanh-Viroot-Julie-Regis Pongsavath

Methawee C.,Chardchakaj W.

NARUEMON-AJITA 

JINTATTHANAKIT,THERAMETH THEP-

WICHAISILLAPAKUL

Natham Atthawimol

NIKLAS  KLABUNDE

NUTTAKUNG BOONCHERM

เจา้ภาพกิตติมศกัด์ิ

Dhammakaya Meditation Center Of California
Amara  Bunchonsiri      
Feuang Bouatay
Sunee-Nimmanvadee  Vessri
สุรพล - สายรุ้ง - ศลิษา  เวชชกิจ

เจา้ภาพอุปถมัภ์

VARUNEE RACHO      Edna  Thaniyaphol

Vina Lek Khim

วิชัย-คมสันต์ ชุนเจริญ,

วิไลลักษณ์ จ�าเริญเจนกิจ และครอบครัว

เจ้าภาพกองทุน

On-Anong  Trihiran

Panadda  Thanasuansan

phrakrusamuh Somboon Punyakraro

PHRAKRUBHAVANAVIDES 

(MANIKANTO BHIKKHU)

Pimolpun Tripetch&Nattapong 

Chamcheun

PRAKOB-HUSSADI VAS-

SANTACHART

Phengsy Rathichith

Phot-Atsadang Sridee-Oraphin 

Manhmit

SAIFON & SUKHDEEP CHAIRUN-

GRUANG

Shaylyn-Chindo-Buzz Buzille

Sing-Bounma Xaysongkham Family

SUDAPUN PALANCHAI RIDE

SUPAWAN CHATPATTRAPOL

SURATTANA PALANCHAI

Teerayakorn Sirichan-Ruanglek

Thawanrat-Roger Owen

THE KAEVALIN

Toby-Melanie Young

Vanida N. Brill

VANVISA-KANAKORN KHAM-

CHOO

Vasana-Thongnhot-Cindy-Julina 

Khamvongsa

Veokham - Siphone Phonthibsvads
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